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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by GeNeuro solely for use in the context of a general information meeting. All persons accessing this document must
agree to the restrictions and limitations set out below. This material is given in conjunction with an oral presentation and should not be taken out of context.
This presentation has been prepared for information and background purposes only and the information contained herein (unless otherwise indicated) has
been prepared by GeNeuro S.A. (the “Company”). It includes only summary information and does not purport to contain comprehensive or complete
information about the Company and is qualified in its entirety by the business, financial and other information that the Company is required to publish in
accordance with the rules, regulations and practices applicable to companies listed on Euronext Paris. No reliance may be placed for any purposes whatsoever
on the information or opinions contained in this document or on its accuracy or completeness.
This presentation includes “forward-looking statements.” Any assumptions, views or opinions (including statements, projections, forecasts or other forwardlooking statements) contained in this presentation represent the assumptions, views or opinions of the Company as of the date indicated and are subject to
change without notice. All information not separately sourced is from internal Company data and estimates. Any data relating to past performance contained
herein is no indication as to future performance. The information in this presentation is not intended to predict actual results, and no assurances are given with
respect thereto. By their nature, such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that could
cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from results, performance or achievements expressed or
implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Company’s present and
future business strategies and the environment in which the Company will operate in the future. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of
this presentation. Investors are urged to consider these factors carefully in evaluating the forward-looking statements in this presentation and not to place
undue reliance on such statements.
The information contained in this presentation has not been independently verified and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the
fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information contained herein and no reliance should be placed on it. None of the Company or any of its
affiliates, advisers, connected persons or any other person accept any liability for any loss howsoever arising (in negligence or otherwise), directly or indirectly,
from this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this presentation.
Any securities mentioned herein have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”) or
under the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction of the United States and may not be offered, sold, resold or delivered, directly or indirectly, in or into
the United States absent registration under the Securities Act or an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the
Securities Act and applicable state securities laws. The distribution of this presentation may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions, and persons into whose
possession these materials come should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. No public offering of securities is being made in the
United States or any other jurisdiction.
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GeNeuro’s team
More than 20 years of
experience as founder and
investor in successful
startups

MBA from Harvard
Business School

Global Development Team
Leader at Roche, then
Therapeutic Area Head
Neuroinflammation at Novartis

MD from Zürich University &
research fellowships in
neuroimmunology and
neurophysiology at UCSF

Made the initial key discoveries in
the field of human endogenous
retroviruses while at INSERM and
bioMérieux

Has published over 120
peer-reviewed papers
and patents, mostly on
HERVs

PhD in virology and a
professorial thesis in
neuroimmunology

Over 30 years experience in
translational science and drug
development

Chief of Research &
Immunology at Berna
Biotech, Professor of
Immunology at
University of Bern

PhD in Immunology from
ETH Zürich, post-doctoral
work at Zürich University
Hospital

Strong track-record in creating
Jesús Martin-Garcia│MBA
Chief Executive Officer – Co-founder value in high technology start-ups

Prof. David Leppert│MD
Chief Medical Officer

Dr. Hervé Perron│PhD, HDR
Chief Scientific Officer – Co-founder

Dr. Alois B Lang│PhD
Chief Development Officer

Miguel Payró
Chief Financial Officer

20+ years experience in MS, in
charge of R&D and clinical
development

Experience in international groups Previously CFO of
Groupe Franck Muller &
& expertise as CFO of a Swiss
Unilabs, among others
listed company in the medical
sector

Degree in business
administration from the
University of Geneva
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Today's presentation

1
Potential of HERV Biology
GeNeuro is at the forefront of
developing treatments for
diseases caused by
transposable genomic
elements, an area of little
current understanding and
enormous therapeutic
potential
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Temelimab’s progress
against MS

GNK-003’s progress against
ALS

Karolinska study having
reached full recruitment;
results planned for 1Q2022
Targeting progression as the
key unmet medical need

New data (confidential manuscript) reinforces rationale and
urgency to take GNK-003 to
clinical development in a disease
with huge unmet need

Multiple opportunities and
possible partnering strategies
for Phase III development

High quality humanized mAb
ready to enter formal preclinical
development

4
COVID-19 project
Several publications establish
that SARS-CoV-2 triggers the
expression of HERVs
HERVs may be a key in
understanding and treating the
Post-COVID neuropsychiatric
syndromes experienced by
~10% of patients.
Developing path to clinical
validation with temelimab

5
Corporate update
Strong leadership team to deliver on existing programs and
capture opportunities
Good financial position with runway into 2Q2022
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1
Opportunities offered by
HERV biology
HERVs constitute 8% of human DNA
Exogenous viruses trigger the expression of HERVs
in permissive cells
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Retroviral Endogenization leading to 8% of Human DNA
5

HERVs today
represent 8% of
the human DNA
Very wide interethnic and interpersonal HERV
DNA differences

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Retroviral infection of primate germline
All offspring's cells contain endogenized retrovirus (ERV)
New infections and endogenization
Endogenization of multiple ERV families
Continuation of the process through human evolution
6
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HERVs: the missing link between viral infection and autoimmune /
neurodegenerative diseases ?

Viruses from our
environment awaken
HERV expression from our
DNA in target cells /organs
(dependent on virusspecific tropism)
HERVs may encode for
viral (POL-GAG-ENV)
proteins, some of which
with well documented
pathogenic properties
The enemy within:
dormant retroviruses awaken
Engel & Hiebert,
Nature Medicine, 2010
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GeNeuro targets envelop proteins encoded by Human Endogenous
Retroviruses of the K and W families
• HERV-W ENV, or
“W-ENV”

• Shown to fuel neurodegeneration mechanisms in Multiple Sclerosis
• Effects also observed in other neurological and psychiatric conditions
•
•
•
•

• HERV-K ENV, or
“K-ENV”

Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy – FDA ODD granted
Inflammatory Psychosis
Long-COVID
…

• Pathogenic to motor neurons in Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)
(Preclinical program developed in partnership with the National Institute
of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, part of the US’s National Institutes
of Health)
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2
Temelimab status against
neurodegeneration in MS
A novel pathway to specifically target
neurodegeneration in MS and stop disability
progression
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HERVs in Multiple Sclerosis
• 2.8 million people worldwide suffer from MS
• 80% of them suffer from disability progression despite the availability of efficacious anti-inflammatory drugs
• HERV-W ENV protein is consistently found in MS brains
• HERV-W ENV contributes to neurodegeneration through the activation of microglia and the inhibition of the brain’s
remyelination capacity
• Neutralizing HERV-W ENV is an attractive strategy against neurodegeneration, which is the key market opportunity for
the next decade in MS
80% of RRMS patients develop progressive forms over time.
No available drug prevents this evolution.

Benign MS

Primary Progressive MS
10
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Impact of current drugs on disability progression
• Despite progresses made, the need to address neurodegeneration and its associated disease
progression remains a huge opportunity
Impact of current drugs
Relapse
rate
reduction

Impact on
disability
progression

ABCRs (Avonex,
Betaseron,
Copaxone, Rebif)

Limited

None

Orals (e.g., Gilenya,
Tecfidera, Aubagio)

Improved

None

Injectables (e.g.,
Tysabri, Lemtrada,
Ocrevus, Kesimpta)

Superior

Limited

Ocrevus (ocrelizumab)

Temelimab’s ambition

illustrative

Risk Reduction : 24%
P=0.0321
RAW

1

PIRA

2

1. Decreased damage
from acute
inflammation

2. Boost myelin repair
mechanism &
block damaging
mechanisms

RAW: Relapse associated worsening
PIRA : Progression Independent of Relapse Activity
Source: X. Montalban et al., New England Journal of Medicine, Jan 2019; Adapted from X. Montalban et al., Presentation at Charcot 2019
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Consistent presence of pathogenic HERV-W Envelope protein
in the brains of MS patients
Highly expressed in active MS lesions
• Consistently found in MS brains
• Expression levels correlate with lesion
activity
• Present from earliest to latest stages of
disease
• ENV is predominantly present in
microglial/macrophage cells in the MS brain
belonging to the innate immune system

HERV-W ENV positive microglial/monocytic cells in MS lesions; Kremer et al; PNAS 2019
pHERV-W ENV is present in myeloid cells in MS lesions. (A and C–E) Anti–pHERV-W ENV DAB staining of an MS lesion showing
pHERV-W ENV-positive cells within the lesion parenchyma (A and E) and as part of perivascular cuffs (C and D). (B) Control
tissue negative for pHERV-W ENV. A minority of cells feature astrocytic morphologies (E), but anti-MHCII DAB staining of a
serial section reveals that the majority of pHERV-W ENV-positive cells feature a myeloid phenotype (F). (G–H′′) Double
staining demonstrating that pHERV-W ENV (green) is present in a subpopulation of Iba1/MHCII-positive (each in red) myeloid
cells in MS lesions. Arrows in G indicate double-positive cells, and arrowheads point to pHERV-W ENV-negative cells. (I–I′′)
Double staining demonstrating the expression of pHERV-W ENV receptor TLR4 (red) in pHERV-W ENV-positive cells (green).

Sources: Perron et al., MS Journal, 2012; Van Horssen et al., MS & Related Disorders 2016; Rolland et al., J Immunol, 2006; Antony et al., Nat NeuroSci, 2004; Kremer et al., Ann.
Neurol, 2013; Perron et al., PLOS One, 2013; Madeira et al., J Neuroimmunol 2016
12
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HERV-W ENV acts on key cells associated with neurodegeneration
HERV-W ENV binds to TLR4 as a partial agonist
and activates TLR4-driven signaling pathways
neuron

microglia

TLR4

Activation of microglia – promotion of
damaging mechanisms
•

induces an aggressive phenotype (M1) in
TLR4 microglial cells

•

activates microglia to associate themselves
with myelinated axons

•

decreases microglial expression of
regenerative factors

HERV-W
ENV

Stops OPC differentiation – inhibition of
key remyelination mechanism
TLR4

myelin

Oligodendrocyte
precursor cells
(OPCs)
Sources: Kremer et al., Ann Neurol 2013; Antony et al., Nat NeuroSci 2004;
Madeira et al., JNeuroImmunol 2016; Rolland et al., J Immunol 2006; Kremer, Gruchot et al., PNAS May 2019

•

induces release of cytokines & activates NO
synthase

•

reduces myelin protein expression

•

significantly reduces OPC differentiation
capacity
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Temelimab neutralizes HERV-W ENV-mediated damage through
microglia and OPCs
p < 0.001

60%

Monthly IV administration
• Recombinant humanized IgG4-k mAb
• PK approx. dose linear, Half-life ≈ 1 month

% of myelinating OPCs

40%

87% restored
20%

0%

Ctrl

• Binds with high affinity to HERV-W ENV
(Kd = 2.2 nM)

temelimab

Env

Env + temelimab

In vitro myelinating co-cultures displaying the temelimab
mediated rescue of myelinated segments (MBP* in red)

• Blocks HERV-W ENV activation of TLR4
DAP1
MBP
III-tub

• Rescues MBP* expression in OPCs
*MBP: Myelin Basic Protein; marker of OPC maturation

Source: Kremer et al., Mult Scler. 2015, Göttle et al., Glia 2018

ENV

ENV + temelimab
14
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96 weeks Phase 2 data show very positive effects of temelimab
Hartung et al., Efficacy and safety of temelimab in multiple sclerosis: Results of a randomized phase 2b and extension study,
Multiple Sclerosis Journal, July 2021
Evolution of Cortical Atrophy over 96 weeks

Reduction of Black Holes at week 48
(not computed at week 96 for technical reasons)

Percentage Change in Brain Volume from baseline
CHANGE-MS to ANGEL-MS Week 48 in Cerebral
Cortical Volume

Black Holes
18mg

(0.1)

Median Change
From Baseline (%)

New larger Black Holes

-42%

(0.3)
(0.5)

Temelimab 18 mg/Kg
42% Relative
reduction
in atrophy vs Control

(0.7)
(0.9)
(1.1)
(1.3)

-63%

12mg

Temelimab 18 mg/Kg
63% median
reduction in new
larger T1 Black Holes3

6mg
Placebo
0.0

(1.5)
0

20

40

CHANGE-MS

60

80

ANGEL-MS

Dose effect p=0.0581

100

Weeks

18 mg/Kg

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

Dose effect p=0.014

Mean Number of Lesions (95% CI)

12 mg/Kg

Evolution of Cortical MTR2 signal over 96 weeks

6 mg/Kg

Very well tolerated drug

Control
1.000
0.768
0.500
0.000

+30%

(0.500)

Temelimab 18 mg/Kg
30% Relative increase
in remyelination vs
Control

(1.014)
(1.239)
(1.244)

(1.500)
CHANGE-MS Baseline

12 mg/kg
(N=68)

6 mg/kg
(N=74)

34 (44.2%)

32 (47.1%)

33 (44.6%)

Serious Adverse Events (SAEs)

5 (6.5%)

1 (1.5%)

6 (8.1%)

Serious Related AEs

3 (3.9%)

0

0

AEs Leading to Study
Discontinuation

2 (2.6%)

1 (1.5%)

1 (1.4%)

Fatality(4)

1 (1.3%)

0

0

Adverse Events (AEs)

0.000

(1.000)

18 mg/kg
(N=77)

# of Patients (%)

ANGEL-MS Week 48

Dose effect p=0.035 1

(1) Dose effect analyzed by linear regression, SAS analysis proc GLM; (2) MTR = Magnetization transfer ratio; (3) T1 hypointense lesion ≥ 14mm3 volume;
(4) Patient had previously voluntarily exited the study; the Investigator considered the event as unrelated.
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Temelimab’s strong results pave the way for the continued
development against disease progression
Further data being generated

Karolinska Phase II Study (40 non-active progressive MS patients on rituximab)

• Confirmation of results in an MS population
with disability progression + without relapses
following rituximab (aCD20) treatment
• Define if higher tested doses would be even
more effective

Site
• Karolinska’s Academic Specialist Center, largest MS center in Sweden
• Primary Investigator: Prof. Fredrik Piehl MD PhD
• 4 arms - monthly i.v. of temelimab 18, 36, 54 mg/kg vs placebo
• 40 patients with confirmed progression over the last year, with EDSS of 3.0 -5.5
Objective
• Document temelimab’s safety and efficacy at higher doses
• Truly addressing “progression independent of relapse activity” (PIRA)
Secondary endpoints (bridged to CHANGE and ANGEL-MS studies)
• MRI measurements documenting baseline versus week 48 in:
• volume of thalamus, cortex + globus pallidum
• number and volume of black holes
• change in myelin integrity by magnetization transfer ratio (MTR)
• Markers of neurodegeneration / neuroprotection in biofluids (NfL, neurogranin, MBP,
etc.)

Timeline (3 months delay vs initial plan due to COVID-19)
• First patient in 2Q 2020, 1-year treatment
• Recruitment completion 1Q 2021
• Top-line results 1Q 2022
• Extension initiated to provide treatment to all patients who completed their one-year
treatment duration, until the results of the core ProTEct-MS study are available in March
2022
16
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GeNeuro's novel approach opens a new wave of innovation focused
on neurodegeneration
25,000

1995-2020

20,000

$10bn

Focus on Relapses reduction

15,000

•
•
•

10,000

worth of
treatments
to go generic
by 2025

15+ approved drugs
2020 revenues $22bn
$10bn worth of
treatments to go
generic by 2025

5,000
0
2004

Avonex
Rebif
Gilenya
Mavenclad

Disability progression
independent of relapse activity
No approved drugs
Impaired repair mechanism
relevant to all worsening
No approved drugs

2020

Betaseron
Tysabri
Tecfidera
Ocrevus

Copaxone (and generics)
Aubagio
Lemtrada
Other

GeNeuro tackles the main
unmet medical need,
providing hope that
neurodegeneration
independent of relapses is
not a fatality
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Karolinska study opens multiple Phase III and Partnering options

Results - Q1 2022

Efficacy confirmed and optimal dose established for
treating disability progression independent of relapses
Phase III in combination for
RRMS patients already
treated against acute
inflammation
Multiple possible
partnering strategies
Phase III as a monotherapy
in non-active progressive
MS patients

Fixed therapeutic
combination (inflammation
& neurodegeneration)
On top of approved effective
anti-inflammatory
treatments

Monotherapy for high-need
patient group
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3
Hu-GNK301 against
Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis
Novel and highly promising mode of action in orphan
indication
Developed through a research partnership since 2017 with the
National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke
(NINDS)
High quality candidate drug with clear path to clinical trials

19
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ALS project overview
• ALS is a devastating neurological disease for which there is no cure, and the associated economic burden is considerable
• Motor neuron disease that occurs most often as a sporadic disease with no known cause or inheritance pattern
• Progressive and ultimately fatal neurodegenerative disease resulting from motor neuron degeneration in the cerebral motor cortex, the brainstem
and spinal cord involved in the planning, control and execution of voluntary movements
• The average survival from onset to death is three to five years after diagnosis
• Based on U.S. population studies, a little over 5,000 people in the U.S. are diagnosed with ALS each year

• Costs associated with ALS are greater than that of other neurological diseases, indicating a continued need for medical advances and financial
support for patients and families

• Validated target and mode of action
• High quality preclinical humanized mAb ready for GMP production
• Supported by leading academics in the field (NINDS)

20
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ALS program:
The NIH initiated and evidenced the HERV-K concept
• NINDS developed a transgenic mouse that expresses HERV-K Env in the brain and spinal cord (neurons)
chAT +
motor neurons

HERV-K

transgenic

transgenic

Wild type

Wild type

• The phenotype of the transgenic mouse mimics signs and symptoms of clinical ALS

wt

Reduced life span

Motor neuron functionality

tg

Clasping behavior

Source: Li, Lee, et al., Science Translational Medicine 2015
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Target validation of HERV-K ENV in sporadic ALS
• HERV-K gene products, gag, pol and env can be detected in the brains of ALS patients with significantly elevated
expression compared to controls
Douville R et al. Ann Neurol. 2011. PMID 21280084; Alfahad et al. Antiviral Res. 2013. PMID 23707220; Li et al. Sci Transl Med. 2015. PMID 26424568; Dolei A et
al. Int J Mol Sci. 2019. PMID 31362360.

• TDP-43* deposits which are thought to be critical in motor neuron degeneration are considered the final hallmark
of ALS and HERV-K RT expression correlates with TDP-43
Manghera M et al. Neurobiol Dis, 2016. PMID: 27370226; Li et al. Sci Transl Med. 2015. PMID 26424568; Krug et al. PLoS Genet. 2017. PMID 28301478; Chang et
al. Curr Biol. 2019. PMID 31495585.

• Transgenic mice expressing the HERV-K ENV gene developed an ALS-like motor neuron dysfunction and develop
profound weakness of the limbs and spinal muscles, including those for respiration, resulting in 50% mortality by 10
months
Li et al. Sci Transl Med. 2015. PMID 26424568.

• HERV-K ENV expression is specific for ALS, since it could not be found in patients with multiple sclerosis,
Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s disease
Li et al. Sci Transl Med. 2015. PMID 26424568; Arru et al. Eur J Neurol. 2018. doi 10.1111/ene.13648.; Douville R et al. Ann Neurol. 2011. PMID 21280084

Taken together, these findings support a key role for HERV-K ENV in the pathophysiology of sporadic ALS
Novel preclinical data hold promises that neutralizing HERV-K ENV could become a treatment option for patients
with sporadic ALS (manuscript in preparation)
*TDP-43 : TAR (transactivation responsive) DNA binding protein 43
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Clear path to clinical trials
• Characterization and selection of humanized mAb
Done, Dec 2020

• Humanized IgG4, kappa clones characterization and
selection
Ongoing, to be completed in early Q4 2021

Next steps
• Transfer of RCB to CDMO for MCB generation

Active
partnering
opportunities

• Manufacturing process and formulation development at
CDMO
• Nonclinical safety studies
• IND submission
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3

COVID-19 Project
Publications have shown that SARS-CoV-2 triggers
HERV-W ENV expression, which is detected in
hospitalized patients and associated with disease
severity
Newly available research sheds a new light on the
role of HERV-W ENV in Long-COVID syndrome
24
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SARS-CoV-2 infection triggers the expression of HERV-W ENV,
found in hospitalized patients and associated with disease severity
HERV-W ENV is present in blood circulation of COVID-19 patients and is associated with
disease severity
• SARS-CoV-2 induces in vitro HERV-W ENV expression in human blood cells of >20% of
healthy volunteers, suggesting an induvial susceptibility
https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-301236/v1
• HERV-W ENV is detected in the blood of all of hospitalized COVID-19 patients, not in
controls
• Evidence of a correlation between HERV-W ENV expression levels and evolution of
disease severity
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/ebiom/article/PIIS2352-3964(21)00134-1/fulltext
• “This might represent an excellent opportunity to conduct a randomized controlled
clinical study in patients with COVID-19”, Editorial Commentary by Dr Avindra Nath,
Intramural Clinical Director of NINDS
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/ebiom/article/PIIS2352-3964(21)00156-0/fulltext
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University of Rome “Tor Vergata” cohort evidences link between
HERV-W ENV and COVID-19
The level of expression of HERV-W ENV is tied to disease severity

HERV-W ENV (% of positive cells)

Expression of HERV-W ENV protein in Lymphocytes (FACS)

None+P: no pneumonia + no interstitial
pneumonia
MiP: monolateral or minimal interstitial
pneumonia
BiP: bilateral interstitial pneumonia
BiP/Bact: bilateral interstitial pneumonia
with bacterial co-infection

Source: University of Rome “Tor Vergata”; Matteucci et al., EBioMedicine, April 2021
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GeNeuro maintains readiness for Acute COVID
End-of-the wave timing
• “Delta Wave” led to new surge in new
hospitalizations, but now falling in all OECD
countries thanks to vaccination
• Especially true in population of patients-at-risk*,
which is the target population for temelimab
• Continuing bottleneck of anti-inflammatory drugs
clinical trials in the remaining patient population
GeNeuro is ready to contribute against Acute COVID
• Still no treatment to prevent worsening in newly
hospitalized patients at risk*
• Variants vs. effectiveness and period of protection of
vaccines may lead to new wave(s)
• Ready with draft protocol and IB, able to deploy in 68 weeks in case of new wave of hospitalized patients

New COVID hospitalizations - USA + Western Europe
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
-

Patient state

Descriptor

Score

Uninfected

No clinical or virological evidence of infection

0

Ambulatory

No limitation of activities

1

Limitation of activities

2

Hospitalized, no oxygen therapy

3

Oxygen mask or nasal prongs

4

Non-invasive ventilation or high-flow oxygen

5

Intubation and mechanical ventilation

6

Ventilation + additional organ support

7

Death

8

Hospitalized –
Mild disease
Hospitalized –
Severe disease

Dead

* Patients over 65 or over 55 with co-morbidities
27
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Target patient
population

HERV-W ENV as a key link between SARS-CoV-2
and disabling syndromes suffered by long-COVID patients
SARS-CoV-2

HERV-W ENV expression in
susceptible individuals*

Triggers expression of
HERV-W ENV in
• Lymphocytes
• Microglia
• Endothelial cells
Expression may continue
long after primary
infection

*

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/ebiom/article/PIIS2352-3964(21)00134-1/fulltext
https://www.researchsquare.com/article/rs-301236/v1
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/ebiom/article/PIIS2352-3964(21)00156-0/fulltext

Affected Systems

Pro-inflammatory and
pathogenic properties of
HERV-W ENV

Disabling neuropsychiatric
long-COVID Syndromes
• Impaired cognitive
functions
• Psychoses
• Depression and anxiety
• Dysautonomia
• Sleep disorders
• Neuropathies
• Motor function disorders
• Sensorial problems
• Numbness and tingling,
muscle spasms, stiffness
and weakness.
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Emerging knowledge on long-COVID
Major categories of symptoms

Possible causes (non-mutually exclusive)

• Neuropsychologic/psychiatric symptoms

• Damage acquired during acute phase is
permanent (e.g., micro-strokes)

cognitive impairment:
- 'brain fog',
- memory problems
mood disorders, psychosis:

Nervous
System
Disorders

• Vegetative nervous system symptoms
- dysautonomia

• Persistent viral infection (permanence of
modified viral particles; non-infectious, yet
provoking immune reaction)

- cardiac tachyarrhythmia

• Exercise intolerance
Respiratory issues (oxygen desaturation),
exhaustion

• Long-term dysregulation of immune system,
after the virus is cleared (creating a form of
autoimmune disease)
which may be fueled by the continued
expression of HERV-W ENV

Adapted from A. Proal and M. VanElzakker, “Long COVID or Post-acute Sequelae of COVID-19 (PASC): An Overview of Biological Factors
That May Contribute to Persistent Symptoms”, Frontiers in Microbiology, June 2021
29
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Post-COVID: a public-health disaster in the making ?
• Recent British studies show that:
• 14%* of SARS-CoV-2 positive persons have symptoms, mostly of neurological nature, that last more than
three months
• In more than 90%* of the cases the original symptoms were not severe enough to warrant hospitalization
• The illness affects the ability to work of 80%** of those suffering from it
% of SARS-CoV-2 positive people with symptoms after 12 weeks
95% confidence interval

Confirmed SARS-CoV-2
infections1
% of long-COVID
patients2

80+
mln
Age group
* UK Office for National Statistics
** UK National Institute for Health Research

10%

>8
mln

to
15%

USA and Western Europe
1 : actual number of cases reported

2 : based on UK ONS report, June 1, 2021 and literature

30
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Developing clinical path to provide
therapeutic solution to long-haul COVID patients
Collaboration with the FondaMental Foundation

• The FondaMental Foundation has federated and funded an effort with
leading European university neuropsychiatric hospitals in F, B and I to
assemble a cohort of over 300 samples from post-COVID patients with
neuropsychiatric disorders, being analyzed at an INSERM University of
Toulouse lab
Collaboration with Northwestern University’s Neuro COVID-19 Clinic
• Prospective cohort to analyze of patient samples and controls from
North America’s leading Neuro COVID-19 Clinic in the comprehensive
treatment of long-haul symptomatology

Define association of HERV-W
ENV with neurologic and
psychiatric symptoms
experienced by patients , to
identify patients who are most
likely to benefit from a
treatment with temelimab.

Next steps
• Validation of biomarker/patient population for maximizing success of
clinical trial
• Interact with authorities to prepare and fund clinical trial
31
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Temelimab is an available therapeutic option to
neutralize HERV-W ENV-mediated damage
A safe option to neutralize HERV-W ENV
•
•
•
•

Recombinant humanized IgG4- MAb
Binds with high affinity to HERV-W ENV (Kd = 2.2 nM) and neutralizes neurotoxicity
NOAEL in NHPs of 300mg/kg in weekly administrations for 6 months
400+ patient-years of data suggest that treatment is safe and very well tolerated
(G. Kornmann et Al, Drug Saf. 2020 Dec )

Ready for use
• Temelimab can be used in proof-of-concept trials
• Presently working with KOLs in Europe and the US to stratify long-COVID patients to
identify those more likely to benefit from temelimab

32
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5

Strong basis for growth
Further development and opportunities
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Broad and strong IP supporting first mover advantage
• Mérieux Group & GeNeuro have been working for more than 25 years in the HERV field

• Key granted patents on temelimab filed from 2008 (NCE) to 2014 (on progression)
• Strong IP development strategy to continue protecting temelimab beyond 2034 (2039 w. SPC)
• New anti-HERV-K patent co-owned with and in-licensed from NIH

• 16 families of patents in HERV-W including the following 3 broad categories:

SEP 16 family
Background including
HERV-W sequences

TLR4 family
Antibody against TLR4
HERV-W Envelope agonist

MSRV* ligand
3 successive families
Product patents, therapeutic
compositions & disease areas
* previous name of HERV-W ENV

Existing IP portfolio & constant efforts to protect new discoveries place GeNeuro in a

strong competitive position
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Financial Summary
July 2021 Private Placement extends financial visibility to end 2022
Shareholding structure – July 13, 2021

P&L and cash balance (in € ‘000)
FY
2020

FY
2019

FY
2018

-

-

7,463

R&D

(4,157)

(5,262)

(10,930)

G&A

(3,302)

(3,744)

(4,686)

Operating loss

(7,459)

(8,990)

(8,089)

Income

Cash & Equivalents

1

6.8 mln

2

5,931

8,961

1 : debt-free; pro forma cash at Q2 2021 was €9.2 mln, taking into
account July 2021 Private Placement
2 : with €7.5 million shareholder loan

Note: excludes stock options, representing a maximum 4.45% dilution, with an average exercise price of €8.80 per share
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Key points

GeNeuro is at the
forefront to capture the
huge potential of HERV
biology

Temelimab is the most
advanced
anti-neurodegeneration
drug specifically
addressing the key unmet
need in MS

Recent discoveries open
path to new opportunity
to tackle key challenges
posed by COVID-19
Temelimab could initiate
clinical trials rapidly

Experienced and
motivated team able to
deliver on existing
programs and capture
new opportunities
Financial visibility until
end of 2022
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Thanks for listening!
Contact Information
www.geneuro.com
Jesús Martin-Garcia│CEO
jmg@geneuro.com
Tel: +41 22 552 4800
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